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Sheikh Ahmed Aladoan of Amman, a member of Jordan’s well-known
Adwan tribe, posted to Facebook this week that there is no such place as
“Palestine,” and provided references from the Koran to back up his
assertion.
One of the Koranic verses provided states that Allah gave the Holy Land to
the sons of Israel until the Day of Judgment (Surah Al-Ma’ida, verse 21),
and the other (Surah Al-Shara’a, verse 59) says that the land was
bequeathed to the Jews.
Enlarge

The sheikh turned to those who “distort the words of the Koran,” whom he
labeled as liars, and questioned where they had even come up with the
name “Palestine.” He insisted their claims to the Land of Israel were
forfeit because “Allah is the protector of the Children of Israel.”
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And if that wasn’t enough, the sheikh went on to turn the tables on the antiIsrael propaganda machine by accusing the Palestinians of killing
children, the elderly and women, of using human shields, and of having
not an ounce of mercy for even their own children.

Israel
The sheikh’s words caused a storm in the Arab media, and were picked
up by the Israeli Embassy in Amman.
The Arabic daily Al-Quds Al-Arab i further explained the sheikh’s position,
noting that he supports the notion that Jordan is Palestine, and insists that Arabs living both in Jordan and the Palestinian
Authority-controlled territories would almost all love to be Israeli citizens.
The Adwan tribe issued a statement distancing itself from Sheikh Aladoan’s remarks. But the sheikh was not intimidated, and
insisted he would continue to make his voice heard on these matters.
Last year, Sheikh Aladoan visited Israel and spent time with the chief rabbi of Tsfat (Safed), Rabbi Shmuel Eliyahu. The sheikh
informed Rabbi Eliyahu and his students that in the Koran, “there is no name ‘Palestine’ for this land, and therefore, the Arabs
should not be fighting the Jews over control of this land.”
Watch the following video of their encounter. Most of the video is in Hebrew, but around the 2:00 mark, Sheikh Aladoan’s
assistant translates his words in English.
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PHOTO is for illustration purposes only. The sheikh in the photo ab ove is actually Sheikh Jab ari of Heb ron, another powerful
trib al leader who also agrees that this land b elongs to the Jews.
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Isn't great when men of courage and goodwill speak up and stand on the truth even at huge risk to
themselves? We need more men of courage like this Sheikh to speak out! Thank you Sheikh Jabari
for taking a stand! On the Tamar Yonah show this week she interviewed an Arab who actually
quoted all of the scriptures in the Koran that support whet the Sheikh has said.
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Hallelujah!
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That is obvious and all forms of distortion of history and to divide Jerusalem and parcel of the land
of Israel to non-existent people by the USA and the EU and UN's must be stopped immediately!
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All humanoids must accept the true and renounce the lies of satan. All Israel belongs to the Jews
because it was given to them by G-d.
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Thank the Lord for more and more speaking out truth. I appreciate this man doing so. I'm not sure,
but didn't one of Roman Empire leaders start calling it Palestine in order to kindof obliterate the
Jewish name? Someone who knows history, be welcome to correct or add to.
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